
Steering Committee Minutes – September 10, 2010

The meeting was brought to order at 2:00 PM.  Present: Tracy Hallen, Jim Maffitt, Judi 
Isham, Bill Keim, Ron Stewart 

We are still having major water problems, many of the homes in Vista Baru have been 
without water for several days.  Ron will talk with Analia to see if the new water source 
was hooked up and is working properly.

Ron will go with Larry to the Municipality to see exactly what the approved and recorded 
plans for Valle Escondido show as far as the street widths and gutter sizes in Vista 
Baru.  Depending on what they show, we will then discuss the Class Action Lawsuit 
further.

Judi will contact Peter Markus and tell him to have his gardener start work after 9am on 
Sunday instead of at 7am.

Discussed the fact that we seem to be responsible for the Playground.  Since we don’t 
own it therefore can’t get Liability Insurance we may have to take it down.

When the Architectural Guidelines were recently translated into Spanish, there was a 
part left out.  We will have to have it redone.

Tracy has graciously sent out Security forms to all Homeowners.  34 homes declined to 
answer.  We will just have to use whatever information we already have for them.

Tracy met Sunday morning with the Accountant and a representative from Union 
Fenosa.  There are major billing problems with our electricity.  Hopefully they will have a 
final report for us next week, we will then present it to Analia.

Jim and Tracy will have an updated Budget for us at the next meeting.

We need quotes to repair a Septic pipe, road below Brad and gutter by Caesar’s.

The road to the spring box, which ends at Elliott’s was inadequately put in by the 
developer, therefore when we had the last flood, it was badly damaged.  The developer 
told one of the committee members that he will pay ½ of the expense to fix it.  If we 
decide to do this, we will need it in writing. 
Bill Keim feels as if the homeowners need to pay for this instead of the developer and he 
said;” the road was washed out because of the heavy rain, not poor construction.  I  
suggest we proceed with this right away.  By the way, Sam did not do the work on the 
road, he is a home owner.  The road leading to Elliot's house has eroded very badly by 
the creek.,The gutters  have also washed away.  Take a ride up there and take a look.  I  



have talked to Oldemar and we have a way to fix this situation.  The road and gutters are 
our responsibility and should be done as soon as possible because they are washing 
away daily.  As far as the costs go I believe he is in line.  He has done fine work from the 
road down from 110. 
We have to start on all this work immediately because the rainy season is here.  
Furthermore, I as glad we have an engineer doing this. He knows what to do and has a 
lot of experience.  We are lucky to have him because you can not find workers to do this  
right now, especially with all the other landslides and water problems in Boquete.”

The rest of the committee members feel as if it is the developer’s responsibility. This road 
leads to the spring box, which has never been turned over to the homeowners, therefore 
belongs to the developer.  In any event, we need to get more than one quote.

Judi has drawn up a temporary contract for Dario.  Until we get an updated map from 
Analia showing all of the “common/green” areas, a final contact can’t be signed.  She 
will present it to Dario for his signature, if he accepts it.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:30.
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